We present two cooling mechanisms that lead to temperatures well below the Doppler limit. These mechanisms are based on laser polarization gradients and work at low laser power when the optical-pumping time between different ground-state sublevels becomes long. There is then a large time lag between the internal atomic response and the atomic motion, which leads to a large cooling force. In the simple case of one-dimensional molasses, we identify two types of polarization gradient that occur when the two counterpropagating waves have either orthogonal linear polarizations or orthogonal circular polarizations. In the first case, the light shifts of the ground-state Zeeman sublevels are spatially modulated, and optical pumping among them leads to dipole forces and to a Sisyphus effect analogous to the one that occurs in stimulated molasses. In the second case (+-ar configuration), the cooling mechanism is radically different. Even at very low velocity, atomic motion produces a population difference among ground-state sublevels, which gives rise to unbalanced radiation pressures. From semiclassical optical Bloch equations, we derive for the two cases quantitative expressions for friction coefficients and velocity capture ranges. The friction coefficients are shown in both cases to be independent of the laser power, which produces an equilibrium temperature proportional to the laser power. The lowest achievable temperatures then approach the one-photon recoil energy. We briefly outline a full quantum treatment of such a limit.
INTRODUCTION
The physical mechanism that underlies the first proposals for laser cooling of free atoms' or trapped ions 2 is the Doppler effect. Consider, for example, a free atom moving in a weak standing wave, slightly detuned to the red. Because of the Doppler effect, the counterpropagating wave gets closer to resonance and exerts a stronger radiation pressure on the atom than the copropagating wave. It follows that the atomic velocity is damped, as if the atom were moving in a viscous medium (optical molasses). The velocity capture range Av of such a process is obviously determined by the natural width of the atomic excited state kA -r, (1.1) where k is the wave number of the laser wave. On the other hand, by studying the competition between laser cooling and diffusion heating introduced by the random nature of spontaneous emission, one finds that for two-level atoms the lowest temperature TD that can be achieved by such a method is given by 3 ' 4 kBTD = r (1.2) TD is called the Doppler limit. The first experimental demonstrations of optical molasses seemed to agree with such a limit. 5 6 In 1988, it appeared that such a limit could be overcome. More precise measurements by the National Institute of Standards and Technology Washington group 7 showed that temperatures much lower than TD, and even approaching the recoil limit TR given by h 2 k' kBTR = 2M' (1.3) where M is the atomic mass, can be observed on laser-cooled sodium atoms at low laser powers. Such an important result was confirmed soon after by other experiments on sodium 8 and cesium. 9 A possible explanation for these low temperatures based on new cooling mechanisms resulting from polarization gradients was presented independently by two groups at the last International Conference on Atomic Physics in Paris. 910 We summarize below the broad outlines of the argument":
(i) The friction force experienced by an atom moving in a laser wave is due to the fact that the atomic internal state does not follow adiabatically the variations of the laser field resulting from atomic motion. 1 2 " 3 Such effects are characterized by a nonadiabaticity parameter (, defined as the ratio between the distance VT covered by the atom with a velocity v during its internal relaxation time r and the laser wavelength X = 1/k, which in a standing wave is the characteristic length for the spatial variations of the laser field VT E = -= kvi-. (1.4) (ii) For a two-level atom, there is a single internal time, which is the radiative lifetime of the excited state But for atoms, such as alkali atoms, that have several Zeeman sublevels gr g', ... in the ground state g, there is another internal time, which is the optical-pumping time rp, characterizing the mean time that it takes for an atom to be transferred by a fluorescence cycle from one sublevel gm to another gm'. We can write
__1
(1. 7) where r is the mean scattering rate of incident photons and also can be considered the width of the ground state. It follows that for multilevel atoms we must introduce a second nonadiabaticity parameter e' = kvrp = kv (1.8) At low laser power, i.e., when the Rabi frequency Q is small compared with r, we have Tp >> TR and consequently r << r:
u << r -r, << r -E >> E.
(1. 9) It follows that nonadiabatic effects can appear at velocities (kv ') much smaller than those required by the usual Doppler-cooling scheme (kv -r). This explains why large friction forces can be experienced by very slow atoms.' 4 (iii) The last point concerns the importance of polarization gradients. Long pumping times can give rise to large friction forces only if the internal atomic state in g strongly depends on the position of the atom in the laser wave, so that when the atom is moving there are large changes in its internal state and, consequently, large nonadiabatic effects. By internal atomic state in g, we mean actually the anisotropy in g (usually described in terms of orientation or alignment) that results from the existence of large population differences among the Zeeman sublevels of g or from coherences among these sublevels. Polarization gradients are essential if there are to be important spatial variations of the groundstate anisotropy. For example, if the polarization changes from a+ to or-, the equilibrium internal state in g changes from a situation in which the atom is pumped in g, with m = Jg to a situation in which it is pumped in gm' with m' = -Jg; if the polarization e is linear and rotates, the atomic alignment in g is parallel to e and rotates with E. By contrast, in the low-power regime considered here [see expression (1.9) ], a gradient of light intensity without gradient of polarization would produce only a slight change of the total population in g (which remains close to 1) without any change of the anisotropy in g.' 5 Finally, note that the laser field does not produce only optical pumping between the Zeeman sublevels of g; it also induces light shifts Am' that can vary from one sublevel to the other. Another consequence of polarization gradients is that the various Zeeman sublevels in g have not only a population but also a light-shifted energy and a wave function that can vary in space.
The purpose of this paper is to analyze in detail the physical mechanisms of these new cooling schemes by polarization gradients and to present a few simple theoretical models for one-dimensional (1-D) molasses, permitting a quantitative calculation of the new friction force and of the equilibrium temperature. Our treatment will be limited here to a Jg to Je = Jg + 1 transition, neglecting all other possible hyperfine levels of the optical transition.
We first introduce, for a 1-D molasses, two types of polarization gradient (see Section 2) . In the first case, which occurs with two counterpropagating waves with opposite (a+ and r) circular polarizations, the polarization vector rotates when one moves along the standing wave, but it keeps the same ellipticity. In the second case, which occurs, for example, with two counterpropagating waves with orthogonal linear polarizations, the ellipticity of the laser polarization varies in space, but the principal axis of polarization remain fixed. The basic difference between these two situations is that the second configuration can give rise to dipole or gradient forces but the first one cannot.
Section 3 is devoted to a physical discussion of the cooling mechanisms associated with these two types of polarization gradient; they are shown to be quite different. In the configuration with orthogonal linear polarizations, hereafter denoted as the lin I lin configuration, the light shifts of the various Zeeman sublevels of g oscillate in space, and optical pumping among these sublevels provides a cooling mechanism analogous to the Sisyphus effect occurring in highintensity stimulated molasses' 6 7 : The atom is always climbing potential hills. In the +-o--configuration, the combined effect of the rotation of the polarization and of optical pumping and light shifts produces a highly sensitive motion-induced population difference among the Zeeman sublevels of g (defined with respect to the axis of the standing wave) and, consequently, a large imbalance between the radiation pressures of the two counterpropagating waves.
In Sections 4 and 5 some quantitative results for 1-D molasses and simple atomic transitions are presented. In Section 4 the case of a transition Jg = 1/2 Je = 3/2 is considered for an atom moving in the lin I lin configuration, whereas in Section 5 the case of a Jg = 1 Je = 2 transition is considered for an atom moving in the o-+-o-configuration. In Sections 4 and 5, atomic motion is treated semiclassically: the spatial extent of the atomic wave packet is neglected and the force at a given point in the laser wave is calculated.
Since the new cooling mechanisms work at low power, the calculations are limited to the perturbative regime (Q << F), where it is possible to derive from optical Bloch equations a subset of equations that involve only the populations and Zeeman coherences in the atomic ground state g. In both configurations, analytical or numerical solutions of Bloch equations are derived that are then used to analyze the velocity dependence of the mean radiative force. Quantitative results are derived for the friction coefficient, the velocity capture range, and the equilibrium temperature, which is shown to be proportional to the laser power Q2.
When the laser power is low enough, the equilibrium temperature approaches the recoil limit TR. It is then clear that the semiclassical treatment breaks down, since the de Broglie wavelength of an atom with T = TR is equal to the laser wavelength. At the end of Section 5, a full quantum treatment is presented of the cooling process in the o+-o--configuration for a simplified atomic-level scheme. Such a treatment is similar to the one used in the analysis of other cooling schemes allowing temperatures of the order of or below TR to be reached.'
8 " distribution curves exhibit a very narrow structure around v = 0, with a width of a few recoil velocities, in agreement with the semiclassical predictions.
TWO TYPES OF POLARIZATION GRADIENT IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL MOLASSES
In this section, we consider two laser plane waves with the same frequency 0L that propagate along opposite directions on the Oz axis and we study how the polarization vector of the total electric field varies when one moves along Oz. Let 60 and 6o' be the amplitudes of the two waves and e and e' be their polarizations. The total electric field E(z, t) in z at time t can be written as polarized along y. For z = 0, y coincides with e When one moves along Oz, ey rotates, and its extremity forms a helix with a pitch X [ Fig. 1(a) If we suppose, in addition, that the two waves have equal amplitudes, we get from Eqs. (2.2) and (2.6) E(z, t) = +G(z)exp(-iWLt) + c.c., (2.1) where the positive-frequency component 6+(z) is given by
By a convenient choice of the origin on the Oz axis, we can always take Go and 6 0' real.
A. The a+-a-Configuration-Pure Rotation of Polarization
We consider first the simple case in which e = e+ =-I (ex + iy), (2.3a) 'e' = e_ (= .
- (-if The total electric field in z is the superposition of two fields in quadrature, with amplitudes (' -6 0 )/F and (60' + 60)/ j and polarized along two orthogonal directions ex and y deduced from e. and e by a rotation of angle s = -kz around Oz. We conclude that the polarization of the total electric field is elliptical and keeps the same ellipticity, (o' -&o)/
(60' + 0) for all z. When one moves along Oz, the axes of the ellipse just rotate around Oz by an angle ( = -kz. As expected, the periodicity along z is determined by the laser wavelength = 2r/k. Previous analysis shows that, for a +--a-configuration,
we have a pure rotation of polarization along Oz. By pure we mean that the polarization rotates but keeps the same ellipticity. One can show that the a-f--configuration is the only one that gives such a result.
In the simple case in which the two counterpropagating waves a-+ and a-have the same amplitude = o', the total electric field is, according to expression (3.4) below, linearly
The total electric field is the superposition of two fields in quadrature, with amplitudes 6J-cos kz and 62 sin kz, and polarized along two fixed orthogonal vectors (e, E)/ parallel to the two bisectrices of e, and ey. It is clear that the ellipticity changes now when one moves along Oz. From Eq. If the two amplitudes 60 and ' are not equal, we still have the superposition of two fields in quadrature; however, now they are polarized along two fixed but nonorthogonal directions. For 60 = 6 o' the nature of the polarization of the total field changes along Oz. Such a result generally holds;
i.e., for all configurations other than the o-+-a-one, there are gradients of ellipticity when one moves along Oz (excluding, of course, the case when both waves have the same polarization).
C. Connection with Dipole Forces and Redistribution
The two laser configurations of Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) differ radically with regard to dipole forces. Suppose that we have in z an atom with several Zeeman sublevels in the ground state g. For example, we consider the simple case of a Jg = 1/2 Je = 3/2 transition for which there are two Zeeman sublevels, g_1/2 and g+11 2 , in g and four Zeeman sublevels in e.
It is easy to see that the z dependence of the light shifts of the two ground-state sublevels is quite different for the two laser configurations of Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). For the -+-o-configuration, the laser polarization is always linear, and the laser intensity is the same for all z. It follows that the two lightshifted energies are equal and do not vary with z [ Fig. 1(c) ]. On the other hand, since the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of the various transitions g -em' are not the same, and since the nature of the polarization changes with z, one can easily show (see Subsection 3.A.1) that the two light-shifted energies oscillate with z for the lin I lin configuration [ Fig. 1(d) ]: the g2 sublevel has the largest shift for a a-+ polarization the g-1 2 sublevel has the largest shift for a a-polarization, whereas both sublevels are equally shifted for a linear polarization.
The striking difference between the z dependences of the means that there are dipole or gradient forces in the configuration of Fig. 1(b) , whereas such forces do not exist in the configuration of Fig. 1(a) . We use here the interpretation of dipole forces in terms of gradients of dressed-state energies. 16 Another equivalent interpretation can be given in terms of redistribution of photons between the two counterpropagating waves, when the atom absorbs a photon from one wave and transfers it via stimulated emission into the opposite wave.' 2 " 0 It is obvious that conservation of angular momentum prevents such a redistribution from occurring in the configuration of Fig. 1(a) . 2 ' After it absorbs ao+ photon, the atom is put into e+1/ 2 or e+3/2, and there are no atransitions starting from these levels and that could be used for the stimulated emission of a a-photon. For more complex situations, such as for a Jg = 1 -J, = 2 transition (see Fig. 5 below), redistribution is not completely forbidden but is limited to a finite number of processes. Suppose, for example, that the atom is initially in g-1.
When it absorbs a a-photon, it jumps to eo. Then, by stimulated emission of a a-photon, it falls to g+,, from where it can be reexcited to e+2 by absorption of a o-+ photon. However, once in e+2, the atom can no longer make a stimulated emission in the awave, since no a-transition starts from e+2. We thus have in this case a limited redistribution, and one can show that, as in Fig. 1(c) , the light-shifted energies in the ground state do not vary with z (see Subsection 3.B.1). The situation is completely different for the configuration of Fig. 1(b) . Then, each a-+ or a-transition can be excited by both linear polarizations e, and ey, and an infinite number of redistribution processes between the two counterpropagating waves can take place via the same transition g -em+l or em-1.
This is why the light-shifted energies vary with z in Fig. 1(d) . Finally, let us note that, at first sight, one would expect dipole forces to be inefficient in the weak-intensity limit considered in this paper since, in general, they become large only at high intensity, when the splitting among dressed states is large compared with the natural width r.' 6 Actually, here we consider an atom that has several sublevels in the ground state. The light-shift splitting between the two oscillating levels of Fig. 1(d) can be large compared with the width I' of these ground-state sublevels. Furthermore, we show in Subsection 3.A.2 that for a moving atom, even with weak dipole forces, the combination of long pumping times and dipole forces can produce a highly efficient new cooling mechanism.
PHYSICAL ANALYSIS OF TWO NEW COOLING MECHANISMS
In this section, we consider a multilevel atom moving in a laser configuration exhibiting a polarization gradient. We begin (Subsection 3.A) by analyzing the lin I lin configuration of Fig. 1(b) , and we show how optical pumping between the two oscillating levels of Fig. 1(d) can give rise to a new cooling mechanism analogous to the Sisyphus effect occurring in stimulated molasses. 16 "1 7 Such an effect cannot exist new cooling mechanism associated with the o+-o-o configuration, but it has a completely different physical interpretation.
The emphasis in this section will be on physical ideas. A more quantitative analysis, based on optical Bloch equations, is presented in the following sections.
A. Multilevel Atom Moving in a Gradient of Ellipticity
The laser configuration is the lin lin configuration of Fig.   1 Suppose, for example, that z = X/8 so that the polarization is a-[ Fig. 1(b) ]. The atom is optically pumped in g-1 1 2 so that the steady-state populations of g-1 1 2 and g11 2 are equal to 1 and 0, respectively. Wermust also note that, since the atransition starting from g-1 /2 is three times as intense as the a--transition starting from g, 12 , the light shift A-' of g-11 is three times larger (in modulus) than the light-shift A+' of g1 12 . We assume here that, as usual in Doppler-cooling experiments, the detuning a= W -WA (3.1) between the laser frequency WL and the atomic frequency WA is negative so that both light shifts are negative.
If the atom is at z 3X/8, where the polarization is o-+ [ Fig. 1(b)], the previous conclusions are reversed. The populations of g-1/ 2 and g2 are equal to 0 and 1, respectively, because the atom is now optically pumped into g 2 . Both light shifts are still negative, but we now have A+' = 3-'.
Finally, if the atom is in a place where the polarization is linear, for example, if z = 0, X/4, A/2.. . [ Fig. 1(b) ], symmetry considerations show that both sublevels are equally populated and undergo the same (negative) light shift equal to 2/3 times the maximum light shift occurring for a -+ orpolarization.
All these results are summarized in Fig. 3 steady-state population of this sublevel. It clearly appears in Fig. 3 that the energies of the ground-state sublevels oscillate in space with a spatial period /2 and that the lowest-energy sublevel is also the most populated one.
Sisyphus Effect for a Moving Atom
We suppose now that the atom is moving along Oz, and we try to understand how its velocity can be damped. The key point is that optical pumping between the two ground-state sublevels takes a finite time rp. Suppose that the atom starts from the bottom of a potential valley, for example, at z = X/8 (see Fig. 4 ), and that it moves to the right. If the velocity v is such that the atom travels over a distance of the order of /4 during p, the atom will on average remain on the same sublevel, climb the potential hill, and reach the top of this hill before being optically pumped to the other sublevel, i.e., to the bottom of the next potential valley at z = 3X/ 8. From there, the same sequence can be repeated (see the solid lines in Fig. 4) . It thus appears that, because of the time lag T, the atom is always climbing potential hills, transforming part of its kinetic energy into potential energy.
Here we have an atomic example of the Sisyphus myth that is quite analogous to the cooling effect that occurs in stimulated molasses and discussed in Ref. 16 sponding change of momentum of the laser field because of a coherent redistribution of photons between the two counterpropagating waves. Photons are absorbed from one wave and transferred by stimulated emission to the other wave. All these processes are conservative and could occur in both ways. The atom could slide down a potential hill and transform its potential energy into kinetic energy. Optical pumping is the mechanism of energy dissipation essential for introducing irreversibility into the process and for producing cooling. We see from Fig. 4 that when the atom reaches the top of the hill, there is a great probability that it will absorb a laser photon hWL and emit a fluorescence photon, blue-shifted by an amount corresponding to the lightshift splitting between the two ground-state sublevels. The gain of potential energy at the expense of kinetic energy is dissipated by spontaneous Raman anti-Stokes photons that carry away the excess of energy. Here also we find a mechanism quite analogous to the one occurring in stimulated molasses. 16 Note, however, that the energy dissipated here is much smaller, since it corresponds to the light shift of the ground state at low laser power.
From the previous discussion, we can derive an order of magnitude of the friction coefficient a appearing in the lowvelocity expression
of the friction force. It is clear in Fig. 4 that the maximum value of the friction force occurs when vrp -X/4, i.e., when kv-r, (3.3) where r' = 1/Tp. For this value of v, the energy dissipated during Tp is of the order of -hA' (since A' < 0), so the energy dissipated per unit time is dW -hA = -hA'r'.
Since all the previous considerations are restricted to the low-intensity limit (we want to have rF, IA'I << r), A' and r'
are both proportional to the laser intensity. It then follows from expression (3.7) that the friction coefficient of this new cooling mechanism is independent of the laser power at low power. This clearly distinguishes this new friction force from the usual one occurring in Doppler cooling, which is linear in laser power. We can still transform expression (3.7) by using the expressions of r' and A' at low power (Q << r Note, finally, that the friction coefficient [expression (3.7) or (3.9)] is large, and even larger (since 11 >> r) than the optimal friction coefficient for the usual Doppler cooling, which is of the order of hk 2 .
3 ,4 One must not forget, however, that the velocity capture range of this new friction force, which is given by expression (3.3), is much smaller than the velocity capture range for Doppler cooling (given by kv -r).
One can also understand why a is so large, despite the fact that the size hA'! of the potential hills of Fig. 4 is so small. We see in expression (3.7) that hIA'I is divided by r', which is also very small since the optical-pumping time is very long.
In other words, the weakness of dipole forces is compensated for by the length of the optical-pumping times. In this subsection we describe a new cooling mechanism that works in the o-+-o--laser configuration for atoms with Jg > 1 and is quite different from the one discussed in Subsection 3.A. We show that, even at very low velocity, there is an atomic orientation along Oz that appears in the ground state as a result of atomic motion. Because of this highly sensitive motion-induced atomic orientation, the two counterpropagating waves are absorbed with different efficiencies, which gives rise to unbalanced radiation pressures and consequently to a net friction force. We consider here the simplest possible atomic transition for such a scheme, the transition Jg = 1 Je = 2 (see Fig. 5 ).
Equilibrium Internal State for an Atom at Rest
We suppose first that the atom is at rest in z = 0. If we take the quantization axis along the local polarization, which is at z = 0 [see Fig. 1 
Frame
The atom is now moving with a velocity v along Oz:
In its rest frame, which moves with the same velocity v, the atom sees a linear polarization ey, which rotates around Oz in the plane xOy, making an angle with Oy [see Fig = -kz = -kvt. (3.12) It is then convenient to introduce, in the atomic rest frame, a rotating frame such that in this moving rotating frame the laser polarization keeps a fixed direction. Of course, Larmor's theorem tells us that, in this moving rotating frame, an inertial field will appear as a result of the rotation. This inertial field looks like a (fictitious) magnetic field parallel to the rotation axis Oz and has an amplitude such that the corresponding Larmor frequency is equal to the rotation speed k. More precisely, one can show (see Appendix A) that the new Hamiltonian, which governs the (3.10) As in the previous subsection, we take a red detuning so that A 0 ' and A' are both negative. Figure 6 represents the lightshifted ground-state sublevels in z = 0 with their steadystate populations.
For subsequent discussions, it will be useful to analyze briefly the spectrum of the fluorescence light emitted by an atom at rest in z = 0. We suppose that the laser power is very weak ( << r) and that the detuning is large (161 >> r).
To the lowest order in 2/62, we find first a Rayleigh line at wL corresponding to fluorescence cycles where the atom starts and ends in the same ground-state sublevel. We also have a Raman-Stokes line at L + (A 0 '/4) (remember that A 0 ' < 0), corresponding to cycles where the atom starts from Ig 0 )y and ends in Ig+,)y or Ig.-)y, and a Raman-anti-Stokes line at WL -(A 0 '/4), corresponding to the inverse processes where the atom starts from Ig+,)y or Ig-I)y and ends in Igo)y. In steady state, the populations of the various ground-state We also suppose that kv << IA', (3.14b) which permits a perturbative treatment of the effect of Vrot.
Quantitative calculations, not restricted by conditions such as Eqs. (3.14) and therefore valid for any velocity, are presented in Section 5.
First, consider the level Igo)y in Fig. 6 . The perturbation kvJZ that has no diagonal element in Igo)y shifts this level only to second order in kv/A'. More important is the modification of the wave function, The state Igo)y is contaminated by Ig)y and Ig-1 )y to first order in kv/A', becoming the perturbed state go)y. Since we know the matrix elements of J, in the basis {Igm),y of eigenstates of Jy (see Appendix A), we get from first-order perturbation theory go),, = 1g 0 ),, + At §(kv
Since the matrix elements of J, in the manifold tIg+ l )y , Ig-1)yj are zero, the energies of Ig),)y are not changed to first order in kv/A', while their wave functions become
(3.16b)
We now study the steady-state density matrix in the ener- To sum up, provided that we change from the IIgm),yj basis to the lIgm)},, basis, the energies and populations of the groundstate sublevels are the same as in Subsection 3.B.1. To first order in kvIA' and to zeroth order in I'/A', the modifications introduced by atomic motion concern only the wave functions. Now, the important point is that in the perturbed states 1Igm),,y the populations of the two eigenstates Ig+ 1 ), and Ig.-), of J, are not equal, as they are in Ig)y. To demonstrate this result, we calculate the average value of J in Igm)y, which is proportional to this population difference.
From Eqs (3.15) and (3.16), we get (3.20) Such a result is in quantitative agreement with the more detailed calculations in Section 5. Suppose that the atom moves toward z > 0, i.e., that v > 0.
Since we have chosen a red detuning (6 < 0), A' is negative. It follows from Eq. (3.20) that Ig-1 )z is more populated than
We show in the next subsection how this motion-induced population difference can give rise to a new much more efficient friction mechanism than the one used in Doppler cooling. Actually, the problem studied here is a little more complicated than a pure Hanle effect in the ground state since the laser beam not only introduces an atomic alignment along Oy ((3J,,2-J2) differs from zero) but also produces light shifts of the Igm),, states, which have the same symmetry as the Stark shifts that would be produced by a fictitious static electric field Eo parallel to Oy. In the absence of Bo, the alignment (3J,2._J2) produced by optical pumping does not precess around Eo, which has the same symmetry axis.
Remarks
When Bo is applied this alignment starts to precess around Bo, giving rise to a new nonzero component of the alignment (JJy + J,,Jx). It is the interaction of this alignment with Eo that gives rise to the orientation (J,) along Oz. In a certain sense, there is an analogy between the motion-induced atomic orientation studied here and the effects described in Refs. 24 and 25 and dealing with the orientation produced by the interaction of an atomic alignment with a real or fictitious electric field.
(ii) One can easily understand why the new cooling mechanism studied in this section does not work for a ground state Jg = 1/2. In a J = 1/2 state no alignment can exist (Wigner-Eckart theorem). Optical pumping with a linearly polarized light cannot therefore introduce any anisotropy in a Jg = 1/2 ground state, at least when v, i.e., B 0 1, is very small. It is only when B 0 ! is large enough to produce Zeeman detuning comparable with r that the two counterpropagating laser beams begin to be scattered with different efficiencies, leading to usual Doppler cooling. Another way of interpreting this result is to note that the two sublevels Iga12), cannot be connected to the same excited state by the two laser polarizations + and o--, so that no coherence can build up between these two sublevels.
Getting Unbalanced Radiation Pressures with a Motion-Induced Atomic Orientation
Looking at Figs. 1(a) and 5, one sees there is a six times greater probability that an atom in Ig.-), will absorb aphoton propagating toward z < 0 than that it will absorb a + photon propagating toward z > 0. The reverse conclusions can be drawn for an atom in Igi)z. If the atom moves toward z > 0 and if the detuning 6 is negative, we saw above in expression (3.21) that the sublevel Ig-1 ), is more populated than g+ 1 )z. It follows that the radiation pressures exerted by the two o--and o-+ waves will be unbalanced. The atom will scatter more counterpropagating a-photons than copropagating a+ ones, and its velocity will be damped. Note that here we ignore the Zeeman coherence between Ig i)z and Ig+i)z. We will see in Section 5 that the contribution of such a Zeeman coherence does not change the previous conclusion. We must emphasize here that the fact that the two radiation pressures become unbalanced when the atom moves is due not to the Doppler effect, as in Doppler cooling, but to a difference of populations in the ground state that is induced by the inertial term [Eq. (3.13) ]. It appears clearly in Eq. where r is of the order of the mean scattering rate of photons by an atom in the ground state. Since each + (-) scattered photon transfers to the atom a mean momentum + hk (-hk), we conclude that the mean momentum transferred to the atom per unit time, i.e., the mean force F acting upon the atom, is of the order of
F is proportional to v and opposite v since the light shift A' is negative for 6 < 0; therefore F is a friction force. As in Subsection 3.A we find that F is independent of the laser power at low power since F' and A' are both proportional to the laser power. Note, however, that the friction coefficient associated with expression (3.23), (3.24) CY -hk 2rA
Al is much smaller than expression (3.7), since it varies as r/i instead of A'/r' and since we suppose here that r << 1A'! [see expression (3.14a)]. We will see, however, in Sections 4 and 5 that the diffusion coefficient associated with expression (3.24) is smaller than the one associated with expression (3.7), so that both configurations lead to equilibrium temperatures of the same order.
Mechanism of Energy Dissipation
The physical picture presented in the previous subsection clearly shows how the atomic momentum decreases in this new cooling scheme. This is due not, as in the Sisyphus effect of Subsection 3.A.2, to a coherent redistribution of photons between the two counterpropagating waves but to the fact that the atom scatters more photons from one wave than from the other. The two radiation pressures get unbalanced when the atom moves.
We can now try to understand how the atomic kinetic energy is dissipated. In order to have a precise energy balance, we must work in the energy basis Igm),y introduced in Subsection 3.B.3, and we have to wait long enough that we can reach a steady state and get an energy resolution better than hlA'I for the scattered photons. (Of course, this time should not be too long so that we can neglect any velocity change resulting from the friction force.) It is then clear that the steady-state populations of Igo), and Igl), adjust themselves to values such that the rate of Stokes processes from go)y to g±L)_y balances the rate of anti-Stokes processes from Ig+)y to Igo),. As in Subsection 3.B.1, we find a fluorescence spectrum that remains symmetric even when the atom moves, since there are always as many Raman Stokes as Raman anti-Stokes photons emitted per unit time. Consequently, it does not seem appropriate, as was done in the first explanations of this cooling mechanism, to invoke direct nonadiabatic transitions between Igo)y and Ig± 1 )y converting kinetic energy into potential energy, this potential energy then being dissipated by Raman anti-Stokes process- J. Dalibard and C. Cohen-Tannoudji emphasize that we do not impose any condition on kv and the inverse r' of the pumping time -r,. Atomic motion can therefore greatly affect the atomic ground-state dynamics and then induce a large velocity-dependent force. First, we study the internal atomic evolution. Starting from the optical Bloch equations that describe the evolution of the atomic density operator, 2 6 we obtain two equations giving the evolution of the ground-state populations. We then calculate the average radiative force as a function of the atomic velocity, which gives the friction coefficient and the velocity capture range for this cooling mechanism. Finally, we evaluate the momentum diffusion coefficient and derive the equilibrium temperature of atoms cooled in the lin 1 lin configuration.
A. Internal Atomic Evolution
All the calculations of this paper are done in the electricdipole and rotating-wave approximations so that the atomlaser field coupling can be written as
D+ and D-are the raising and lowering parts of the atomic electric-dipole operator, and A+ and 6-= (+)* are the positive-and negative-frequency components of the laser electric field. The laser field for the lin 1 lin configuration was given in Eq. (2.7). Inserting its value into the atomfield coupling and using the Clebsh-Gordan coefficients indicated in Fig. 2 Our treatment is limited to the low-power domain (Q << r). As explained in the Introduction, this ensures that pumping times rP much longer than the radiative lifetime T R can appear, which in turn may lead to temperatures well below hr. This low-power hypothesis leads, in addition, to much simpler calculations since it permits a perturbative treatment of the problem.
We also restrict our calculation of the radiative force to the low-velocity domain (Doppler shift kv << r). This also introduces an important simplification. Indeed, in this lowvelocity domain, optical coherences (density-matrix elements between ground and excited states) and excited-state populations are almost unaffected by atomic motion: The effect of the Doppler shift kv during the relaxation time TR Note that, in order to simplify the mathematical expression of V, we shifted the origin on the z axis by an amount /8. 27 In Eq. (4.2), Q represents the Rabi frequency for each of the two running waves calculated for an atomic transition with a Clebsh-Gordan coefficient equal to 1 and with a reduced dipole moment for the transition equal to d: (4.5) where p is the steady-state density operator. We now need to calculate the steady-state value of the optical coherences p(gi, e), using optical Bloch equations. For We insert the expressions of optical coherences and excitedstate populations in terms of Ih11/2 to get For an atom at rest in z the populations IHi(z) reach their stationary value in a time Tp inversely proportional to the laser power, as mentioned in the Introduction. We also note that these stationary populations are strongly modulated in space (see Fig. 3 ). This expression has a clear physical meaning in terms of light shifts: The two levels gl/ 2 and g-1/2 are light-shifted by a quantity that corresponds to the sum of the two light shifts created by the two 0+ and o standing waves appearing in expression (4.2) of the laser-atom coupling V. We can indeed add these two terms independently in the low-intensity domain since the two states g 1 / 2 and g-1/ 2 are not connected to the same excited sublevel. Using the Clebsh-Gordan coefficients given in Fig. 2 , we obtain AE = hA+' = h6so(sin2 kz + 1 cos = E + cos 2kz, (4.17) where the friction coefficient a is equal to
B. Force in the lin
As sketched in Fig. 3 The fact that f(z, v = 0) derives from a potential is again similar to the corresponding result for the dipole force acting on a two-level atom in a standing wave. We now consider a very slow atom for which the Doppler shift kv is smaller than 1/TP. Note that this condition is much more stringent than the condition kv << r required for writing Eq. (4.7) or (4.10). For such very slow atoms, the effect of atomic motion on the populations 11/2 can be treated pertubatively by an expansion in terms of the small parameter kvTp: We now average this result over a wavelength. The average of f(z, v = 0) is zero, so that we get (4.27) Inserting this result into expression (4.19) for the force and averaging over a wavelength, we obtain
where the critical velocity V is
As predicted in Subsection 3.A.3, the force is maximal in this configuration when v = vu, that is, when the distance covered during a pumping time is of the order of the spatial period of the modulated light shifts. In Fig. 7 we have plotted this force versus v (solid curve). Note that expression (4.28) of the force is valid only for kv << r. Outside this range, the polarization gradient cooling becomes inefficient, and the dominant process is Doppler cooling. For this lin I lin configuration, we did not calculate the full velocity dependence of the force, which would allow one to study the transition between the two cooling regimes. In Fig. 7 we plotted just (dotted curve) the force that one would get by independently summing the two radiation pressure forces exerted by each Doppler-shifted wave. The differences between the slopes at v = 0 (friction coefficients) and between the capture ranges appear clearly.
To sum up, we obtained an analytical expression for the velocity-dependent force [Eq. (4.28)] that gives both the friction coefficient a (slope at origin) and the velocity capture range vC.
C. Equilibrium Temperature in the lin lin Configuration
We now turn to the problem of evaluating the equilibrium temperature in this new cooling scheme. We first evaluate the momentum diffusion coefficient DP and then calculate the equilibrium temperature resulting from the competition between the cooling described above and the heating from diffusion Finally, we discuss the validity of the semiclassical approximation used throughout this calculation. In order to calculate the exact value of Dp, one could compute the correlation function of the force operator.' 2 "1 3 For a multilevel atom, such a calculation would be rather tedious, so that we prefer to use a heuristic calculation here. There are three main contributions to Dp; the two first ones are already present for a Jg = 0 Je = 1 transition, 2 ' and the third one is specific of an atom with several groundstate sublevels: (ii) There are fluctuations in the difference among the number of photons absorbed in each of the two laser waves.
(iii) There are fluctuations of the instantaneous dipole force oscillating back and forth between f,/ 2 (z) and f-/ 2 (z) at a rate 1/Tp.
For a Jg = 0 Je = 1 transition, 2 ' the two first contributions give for a dipole radiation pattern (4.31) nitude for these two contributions in the case of a Jg = 1/2 Je = 3/2 transition. To evaluate the third contribution (coefficient Dp"), we start from (4.32) which must be calculated for an atom at rest in z (the label z was omitted for simplification). The force f(t) oscillates between f,/ 2 (z) and f-. 1 2 (z), and its correlation function can be written as (4.33) where P(i, t; j, t + r) represents the probability of being in state i at time t and in state j at time t + T. The calculation is then similar to the one done to evaluate the fluctuations of the dipole force for a two-level atom (Ref. 16 (i) At a given power ( fixed), the temperature decreases when the detuning increases.
(ii) At a given detuning, reducing the power decreases the temperature.
Another important remark concerns the comparison between the residual kinetic energy kBT/2 and the potential U(z) derived in Eq. (4.21). We actually find that these two quantities are of the same order, which indicates that in the stationary state atoms are bunched around the points z = nX/4 rather than uniformly distributed. In this regime, one should then correct expression (4.24) for the force, which was obtained by assuming a constant velocity. A Monte Carlo simulation, similar to the one in Ref. 28 , is probably the best way to derive precise results concerning the stationary state in this configuration.
Finally, let us look for the lowest temperatures achievable in this configuration. Expression (4.37) suggests that an arbitrarily low temperature could be reached, for instance, by decreasing the laser power. Actually, this is not true. Indeed one must check that the rms velocity deduced from Consequently, the lowest achievable rms velocity in this model remains larger than the recoil velocity. Let us recall that the recoil velocity was, in any event, a limit for the validity of our semiclassical treatment. We are currently working on a full quantum treatment of cooling in the lin I lin configuration, analogous to the one presented at the end of Subsection 5.D for the a+-of configuration. Note that such a treatment in the present configuration is more complicated than for the o+-ar one, owing to the possibility that photons are coherently redistributed between the two waves.
THEORY OF LASER COOLING IN THE +-o-CONFIGURATION
Now we come to this final section of this paper, which is devoted to the quantitative study of laser cooling in a a+-ofconfiguration for a Jg = 1 Je = 2 atomic transition.
As shown in Section 2, the polarization gradient is then quite different from the one studied in Section 4: The polarization is linear in any place and rotates along the propagation axis Oz on the length scale X.
Cooling in this configuration originates from two quite distinct processes. The first is the usual Doppler cooling that results from differential absorption of the C+ and cr waves when the Doppler shift kv is a nonnegligible part of the natural width r. The second mechanism, qualitatively studied in Subsection 3.B, originates from the enhancement of radiation pressure imbalance that is due to a sensitive motion-induced atomic orientation. We study here the case of a Jg = 1 Je = 2 transition (Fig. 5) , which, as explained in Subsection 3.B, is the simplest atomic transition exhibiting this sensitive velocity-induced orientation. For simplification, we also use at the end of this section a fictitious W atom, which can be formally obtained from the real 1-2 transition by removing the V system formed by Igo), le-,), le+,).
A. Various Velocity Domains
As in Section 4, we restrict our treatment to the low-intensity domain (Q << r, leading to rp >> Tr or equivalently to r << r). This also allows for a perturbative treatment of the problem: One needs to consider only the density matrix in the ground state (3 X 3 elements) instead of the total atomic density matrix (8 X 8 elements). In this low-intensity regime, we can distinguish three velocity domains:
(i) For very low velocities (kv << I), we expect the force to be linear with velocity. In order to calculate this force, we need to take into account all coherences among the various ground-state sublevels, since the coupling between populations and coherences is responsible for the motion-induced orientation.
(ii) In the intermediate regime (r << kv << F), the precession frequency kv of the coherences among ground-state sublevels [owing to the inertial term in Eq. (3.13)] is large compared with their damping time rp, and these coherences cannot build up. Consequently, the new cooling force decreases. On the other hand, the Doppler shift kv is still small compared with F, so that the usual Doppler-cooling force remains small.
(iii) For higher velocities (kv > r), the coherences among the ground-state sublevels are completely negligible, and the Doppler shift is now comparable to the natural width. In this domain, the force is then practically equal to the usual Doppler cooling force.
B. Calculation of the Cooling Force
In order to calculate the steady-state radiative force, we start with the atom-laser coupling [Eq. (4.1)], which we write in the atomic reference frame. Using expressions (2.2) and (2.3) for the laser electric field, we get
where we have put
The first (third) line of Eq. (5.1) describes the coupling with the a+ (cr) laser wave propagating toward z > 0 (z < 0). As in Section 4, the semiclassical force is obtained from the average value of the gradient of the coupling V. Assuming that the atom is at the point z = 0 in its reference frame, we get f = ihkf{p(e 2 , g1) + I p(el, go) + I (e gl)] + c.c.
where the coefficients p are defined by
Actually, these coefficients are nothing but the matrix elements of p in the moving rotating frame defined in Subsection 3.C.2.
We now need to evaluate the steady-state value of the optical coherences p(ej, g 3 ). This is done using optical Bloch equations, which give the evolution of the atomic density operator p. 2 6 Let us, for example, write down the equation for j(el, go):
In this equation, (ellplel) and (eilplel) can be neglected compared with (golplgo) because of the low-power hypothe- We can, in this way, calculate all optical coherences in terms of the ground-state populations Hi and coherences among these states. Note that, because of the structure of the laser excitation, the only nonzero Zeeman coherence in steady state is the coherence between g, and g-1. We put in the following: Each term has a clear meaning in expression (5.9) for the force. Take, for instance, an atom in the state gl. In a time interval dt, it scatters on the average Fs+dt/2 photons from the a+ wave and rs-dt/12 photons from the cr wave (see the Clebsh-Gordan coefficients of Fig. 5 ). The resulting radiation pressure force, weighted by the population II, of gl, is therefore equal to the first term of Eq. (5.9). The second and third terms of Eq. (5.9) describe in the same way the radiation pressure force when the atom is in the states go and g-1. Finally, the last two terms, which involve the laserinduced coherence between g, and g-1, describe the force induced by the limited photon redistribution that takes place when the atom jumps between g, and g-1 by absorption-stimulated emission cycles (see Subsection 2.C).
Now we must calculate the five ground-state variables Ho, II1l, Cr, Ci. This is done again by using optical Bloch equations, through elimination of the excited-state populations and coherences. One is then left with a closed system of five equations involving only these five required ground-state variables. This elimination is done in Appendix B of this paper. In the very low-velocity domain (v--p << 1) these equations lead to the following solutions, to first order in kvTP = kv/r" kv/sor: We can note that these results are in agreement with the ones obtained in Section 3. First, for an atom at rest, it is easy to show that the nondiagonal density matrix obtained here in the Igm)z basis indeed leads to the diagonal density matrix obtained in Subsection 3.B in the Igm)y basis. Second, the population difference 11 -II-, calculated from Eqs. We are now able to calculate the force in this low-velocity domain. First we note that Eq. (5.9) can be greatly simplified; by neglecting all terms in kv/r and keeping only terms in kv/r', we get f= hkr so ( (5.14)
The contribution of the population term 5/6(H --1) represents 4/5 of the total result for the friction coefficient a, the remaining 1/5 part being due to 26C,/3.
As expected, we get in this low-velocity domain a force linear with velocity, with a damping coefficient (for negative detunings) independent of power. This damping coefficient is maximal for a detuning 6 = -r5N, where the force is of the order of -0.8hk 2 v. We find here a result that was already mentioned in Subsection 3.B: For 161 >>r, the friction coefficient in the 0+-cr configuration, which varies as r/a, is much smaller than the friction coefficient for the lin lin configuration, which is proportional to 6/r [Eq. (4.26)].
Furthermore, we see here that, even for the optimum detuning, the a+-a-damping coefficient is four times smaller than the lin lin one.
We now come to the complete calculation of the force for any atomic velocity in the low-power approximation. This is done by keeping all the velocity-dependent terms in expressions like (5.6) and by using Eq. (5.9) for the force instead of the simplified expression (5.13). The result of such a calculation (which is detailed in Appendix B) is represented in Fig. 8 . In the low-velocity domain, we again find the friction force just calculated above (see, in particular, the inset of Fig. 8 ). Outside this domain, the force appears to be close to the usual Doppler force, represented by dotted curves. This Doppler force is calculated by neglecting all coherences among ground-state sublevels, so that groundstate populations are obtained only from rate equations: We therefore confirm quantitatively that the new cooling force mainly acts in the kv < r' domain.
C. Equilibrium Temperature in the 0+-ac Configuration
In order to evaluate the equilibrium temperature in this configuration, we first need to evaluate the momentum dif-
The k << =Q >>CM>>kM (5.19) This limit is smaller than the one found in the lin I lin case We present here the principle of a treatment in which atomic motion is treated in a full quantum way. For simplicity, we considered a W transition, sketched in Fig. 9(a) Using the generalized optical Bloch equations including recoil,' 8 " 9 we studied the evolution of the atomic momentum distribution for a W atom with a linewidth hr equal to 400 times the recoil energy h 2 k 2 /2M (analogous to sodium). A typical result is presented in Fig. 9(b) . The initial distribution is Gaussian with a rms width of 16hk/M. 
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have studied in this paper two new lasercooling mechanisms that are based on laser polarization gradients and work at low laser power ( << r). These two schemes are much more efficient than usual Doppler cooling, and they could be responsible for the anomalously low temperatures recently observed in 3-D molasses, where polarization gradients are certainly always present.
For simplicity, we limited our treatment to 1-D molasses and to transitions Jg J = Jg + 1. We clearly identified two types of polarization gradient; the first one corresponds to a gradient of ellipticity with fixed polarization axis (lin 1 lin configuration) and the second to a pure rotation of the polarization axis with a fixed ellipticity (+-c-r configuration). We showed that the cooling mechanisms are quite different in these two cases. In the first case, which works for Jg > 1/2, the light shifts of the ground-state sublevels are spatially modulated, and optical pumping between these states gives rise to a Sisyphus effect analogous to the one occurring in stimulated molasses but that works here at low intensity. In the second case, which works for Jg 1, the cooling is due to an imbalance between the radiation pressures exerted by the two counterpropagating laser waves. This imbalance results from an ultrasensitive motion-induced population difference appearing among the groundstate sublevels.
These two new cooling mechanisms have a common characteristic: The friction coefficient a, i.e., the coefficient of proportionality between the friction force and the velocity v near v = 0, is independent of the laser power at low Rabi frequency. This must be contrasted with the result for usual Doppler cooling for which a is proportional to the laser power. On the contrary, the capture range of the cooling, i.e., the range of velocities over which the force is approximately linear, is now proportional to the laser power, whereas it is independent of this power for Doppler cooling. This can be summarized a follows: Doppler cooling{ friction proportional to power [capture range independent of power Polarization gradient J friction independent of power cooling Icapture range proportional to power
On the other hand, the momentum diffusion coefficient is in both cases proportional to the laser power, so that the steady-state temperature is proportional to the laser power for polarization gradient cooling, whereas, it is independent of this power for Doppler cooling. 
Thus it is clear that the transform of V by T(t) describes the coupling of D with a laser field keeping a fixed polarization ey, which proves that T(t) is the unitary operator associated with the transformation to the moving rotating frame.
The fact that T(t) is time dependent introduces a new term, ihtdT(t)/dt]T+(t), in addition to T(t)H(t)T+(t) in the
Hamiltonian H' governing the time evolution in the new representation.
According to Eq. (A2), we have
which is nothing but Eqs. (3.13). To sum up, in the moving rotating frame, the atomic dynamics is due to coupling with a laser field with fixed polarization ey and to the inertial term (e 2 , g,) = --III, 26- P(e-2, g-l) = -II-1, The first part of the calculation consists of calculating the optical coherences and the excited-state populations and coherences in terms of the ground-state populations and coherences. This gives first the expression of the force only in terms of ground-state variables (density-matrix elements in g), and second a closed system of five equations dealing only with ground-state variables. This system is finally solved numerically to get the value of the steady-state force. 
where s+ is defined in Eq. (5.10).
We proceed in the same way for the other excited-state populations 
The same procedure allows one to calculate excited-state coherences. We first define (B8) (coherence between el and e.-in the moving rotating frame), which has the following equation of motion: 
The set formed by the five equations [Eqs. (B15)-(B19)] allows one to calculate numerically the five quantities 1+1, H1 0 , Cr, and C for any value of the atomic velocity. Inserting the result into Eq. (5.9), one then gets the value of the radiative force for any atomic velocity in the low-power regime (see, e.g., Fig. 8 ).
In the very low-velocity domain (ho << 1/Tp = rso), the five previous equations can be simplified by neglecting all terms in kv/r and keeping only terms in kvPSo. We then put (B20) s+ = S_ = SO, so that the previous set becomes =-II + 1 n + 6 II--2 C 6-2 r ci, 
Calculation of the Atomic Momentum Diffusion Coefficient
In order to calculate the momentum diffusion coefficient, we use a method introduced by Castin and Milmer. 29 This method is well adapted to the present o-+-a-laser configuration with a low laser power. It consists of writing down the generalized optical Bloch equations including recoil. Since we are interested here in the momentum diffusion coefficient, we take the limit of infinite atomic mass. This amounts to considering an atom with zero velocity but still exchanging momentum with the laser field, so that (p 2 ) increases linearly with time as 2Dt. In order to get d(p 2 )/dt, we multiply the generalized optical Bloch equations (with v = p/M = 0) by p 2 , and we integrate over p.
whereas for symmetry reasons one has (pH1 0 ) = (PC) = 0. 
